International Day of Peace; 28 September 2018, Tunis, Tunisia

“Drones and Robots to the Service of Peace”

PROVISIONAL AGENDA

Morning from 9 am to 2 pm

45’ - Round Table 1: Peace Today

5’ - Musical Opening Ceremony: Creation for the Day for Peace

25’ - Official Opening Speeches

30’ - Presentation of the video relating to the received works

40’ - Presentation of a dozen drawings chosen according defined criteria; and comments of a peace educator, a psychologist, an artist, a Tunisian educator...

20’ - The Floor to NGOs

Coffee Break: 15’

45’ - Round Table 2: Artificial Intelligence of Robotics and Ethics

   Expert on Robotics: Catherine SIMON, INNOROBO President

   Expert on Artificial Intelligence, JF PERROT, Academic teacher

   Expert from the Ethics and Robotics Committee of UNESCO

45’ - Dialogue between the Experts and the Floor

15’ - Recommendations and Conclusions